Global Health: The path to implement policies

12 - 13 - 14 May, 2022
Villeurbanne, French capital of culture 2022
Metropolitan area of Lyon, France

Spring Meeting
Practical Information
Arriving in France

- EU citizens: ID card or passport
- Non-EU citizens:
  - Website of the Foreign Affairs of your country

Arriving in Lyon

By airplane (Lyon Saint-Exupéry LYS)

- Flight comparator: www.kayak.com; www.skyscanner.com
Rhonexpress (Airport Shuttle): €15.20 one trip, €26.70 round trip
Book your journey online: https://www.rhonexpress.fr/en_GB/
Vending machines available in the airport
30-minutes trip Lyon Airport > Lyon Center, shuttle every 20 minutes

By bus/car

Long-distance bus company: www.eurolines.com; www.ouibus.com; www.flixbus.com
Long-distance carpool platform: www.blablacar.com
Main Lyon coach station: Lyon Perrache (metro line A; tram 1&2)

By train
Main Lyon train stations: Lyon Part-Dieu and Lyon Perrache
European train platform: www.trainline.eu
National railway website: www.sncfconnect.com

Once in Lyon

Hotel
(for medical residents in PH only)

Information and reservation available in the registration form.
Non-accessible for people with reduced mobility (an option accessible for people with reduced mobility is available on the registration form for the same price).
Hotel: 2 alternatives (for everyone, you can book yourself), same price or cheaper, both in the same metro line as the congress venue:

- **Hotel B&B Hotel Centre Lyon Perrache Berthelot**: [https://www.hotel-bb.com/en/hotel/lyon-centre-perrache-berthelot](https://www.hotel-bb.com/en/hotel/lyon-centre-perrache-berthelot) / Perrache metro station (same line A as the congress, 14 min of subway) / Accessible for persons with reduced mobility / +33 2 98 33 75 29 / From €69 per night for a 1- or 2-person room, €79 per night for a 3-person room

- **Hostel Away**: [https://www.awayhostel.com/en](https://www.awayhostel.com/en) / Hôtel-de-Ville metro station in the city center (same line A as the congress, 8 min of subway) / Pending confirmation for accessibility for persons with reduced mobility / +33 4 78 98 53 20 / From €25 per night for one person, €165 to book a 6-bed room.

- Booking another hotel/hostel or other accommodation: [www.booking.com](http://www.booking.com); [www.airbnb.com](http://www.airbnb.com);
Public Transportation

Public transportation company (metro, tram, bus): https://www.tcl.fr/en

- Network map:
  https://www.tcl.fr/sites/default/files/2020-08/Plan_Lignes_Fortes_grand_format_092020.pdf
- Single universal ticket: €1.76 with connexions and return journey included (if everything is less than one hour)
- 24-hour unlimited: €6.20; 48-hour €12; 72-hour €16
- Accessibility for person with reduced mobility:
  - (Almost) all metro stations (exception: Croix Paquet, line C), all tramway stations, all bus vehicles, 70% of bus stations
Biking

Bike pool company: Velo’v
https://velov.grandlyon.com/en/offers/groups

- You can pay the single trips by card on the vending machines
- Bike stations around the congress’ places: To be announced

COVID-19 sanitary protocol

Soon available.

Information

Email
meetingeuronetlyon@gmail.com

Website
https://euronetmrph.org/spring-meeting-2022-lyon/

Please note that this document is susceptible to undergo some changes in the following weeks. We will provide you with the final version as soon as possible.

The Organizing Committee